FOLLOWING THE MERGER OF FASTCASE AND CASE-MAKER in January 2021, CBA members can now conduct legal research using Fastcase—one of the largest legal online law libraries in the world.

As of this fall, access to Casemaker will no longer be available. CBA members can access Fastcase similar to how they previously accessed Casemaker, by logging on to the CBA website and clicking on the Fastcase icon on the homepage or in the black navigation bar. Alternatively, CBA members can visit ctbar.org/Fastcase to access the platform.

Fastcase has numerous resources and support services available to help CBA members through the transition from using Casemaker Legal or Casemaker 4 to Fastcase. Pre-recorded videos that can be accessed on-demand to learn how to complete common tasks in Fastcase. Free, live webinars are available, through Fastcase, that will guide you through the transition. To access Fastcase’s webinar schedule and the pre-recorded webinars, visit ctbar.org/Fastcase-about.

What is Fastcase?

Fastcase is the leading next-generation legal research service that puts a comprehensive national law library and powerful searching, sorting, and data visualization tools at your fingertips. It includes case law, statutes, regulations, court rules, constitutions, and law review articles. More than 1.1 million lawyers nationwide have a subscription to Fastcase’s legal research tools. In addition to primary legal research, users will find more than 750 books, treatises, and journals. Fastcase also integrates with Docket Alarm’s briefs, pleadings, and motions database and syncs with America’s most popular legal research app, on iOS and Android. Their powerful sorting algorithms bring the best results to the top of the list every time—making research powerful, fast, and easy. Find the cases you need, no matter what kind of research you are performing.

Law Street Media

Law Street Media aims to revolutionize legal news by providing smart, accessible, and practical content in a modern way. Using the latest in research and analytics tools, our content is ahead of the curve and enriched with the latest insights, and they are just getting started. Law Street Media is available free to all CBA members.

Docket Alarm

Fastcase also integrates with Docket Alarm’s briefs, pleadings, and motions database. Docket Alarm comes with everything attorneys need to reduce errors and improve work product quality. It has advanced searching, document delivery, deadlines, and calendaring, analytics, automation, and exporting, case law integrations, enterprise tools, and more. Docket Alarm is available for an additional fee paid directly to Fastcase.

NextChapter

Automation is key to smarter legal practice. NextChapter’s automation and workflow tools make form-based practice areas smarter. Fastcase data feeds and APIs can easily integrate into client dashboards for a centralized workflow experience. NextChapter’s web-based bankruptcy software program allows you to prepare Chapter 7, Chapter 11, and Chapter 13 bankruptcy cases on any browser, any device, any time. CBA members can utilize Next Chapter for an additional fee paid directly to Fastcase.

Fastcase’s Outreach Team is available to assist you by phone at (866)773-2782 or email at support@Fastcase.com to answer any questions regarding the platform. Additional resources regarding the platform can be found at Fastcase.com/support.